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Deloitte Advisory is pleased to release its biennial Global Corporate Treasury Survey.

In preparing for the survey this year, our colleagues contemplated the following:

- Is treasury truly a strategic function?
- What mandates are provided by the chief financial officer (CFO) and board to treasury?
- What are the key challenges facing treasury?
- Has automation addressed the needs of treasurers, or is it still a pipe-dream?
- How are operating models evolving?
- What are the emerging trends, and how will these affect the treasurer of the future?

Strategic or tactical

Much has been written over the years about the role of treasury. The modern treasury group is strategic, collaborates with the businesses it serves, and is using automation, offshoring and treasury centers of excellence to consolidate and standardize tactical areas.

CFO mandates

Treasurers clearly have strong mandates to be strategic. More than 70% of respondents noted the following mandates from their CFOs:

- Liquidity risk management
- Efficient capital markets access
- Steward for risk management company
- Strategic advisor to the business
- Value-add partner to the CFO in areas such as mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
- Leading, governing and driving working capital improvement initiatives
- Enhanced governance and control over domestic and overseas operations
- Creation of scalable treasury organization to support company growth

Key challenges persist

Fifty percent of treasurers noted their biggest challenges are the ability to repatriate cash and to manage foreign exchange (FX) volatility. These challenges continue, despite the ongoing trend toward leveraging technology solutions.

Technology has not cured all ills

Forty percent of companies remain challenged by visibility into global operations, including cash and financial exposures. Forty percent also cited insufficient technology infrastructure to support their department.

Key causes may include the following:

- Treasury management systems (TMS) may be implemented for the 73–76% of business covered by corporate treasury, preventing the ability to look at the residual business.
- Sufficiency of two-way integration with enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems. Sixty-four percent of respondents noted more than one ERP from which to source and send data.
- Reliable, complete and consistent data, available on a timely basis, as a tool for treasury.

Operating model evolution

Treasury departments are growing more comfortable with the use of centers of excellence to support global operations, including the use of in-house banks (IHB) and shared services centers.

Emerging trends

The sum of the parts may be more than the whole
Should corporate treasury play an integral role in the evolution of company structure? Should a company possess its own skills to value the whole and parts of the business, to support M&A and evolution of company structure and capital structure – including share buy-back strategies? We believe these are core internal skills that should reside in treasury or corporate development groups.
In the technology, life sciences and health care sectors, in particular, Deloitte Advisory sees companies taking a decision to split into parts. Suggested preparation for treasury may include the following:

- Learn divisional business models, including supply chain, sales cycles, liquidity flows and related asset concentrations rather than having an aggregated country view
- Map businesses and flows to legal entities
- Consider redundancy in bank account and pooling structures
- Build modularity and redundancy into technology architecture and divestment strategies

**Navigating restricted economies**

Many companies face the opportunity of emerging market growth with the constraints of repatriation. Treasurers need to be able to speak to their boards and executives about the inter-play (and sometimes divergent outcomes) of these growth opportunities on earnings-per-share vs. cash returns, as well as discuss the liquidity and balance sheet consequences.

**Increasing need for substance in foreign jurisdictions**

Tax authorities are looking closely at the substance of global financing and treasury activities. Treasury teams should expect to see greater substance (decision making, scope of activities, and scale in offshore teams) in foreign treasury centers. This creates a unique opportunity to gather up the activities of countries not previously supported by treasury centers or shared services organizations.

**Cyber threats have made it to treasury**

Treasury departments are now being targeted in elaborate phishing, social engineering and hacking attacks. With the growing complexity of the technology infrastructure, data storage surface, and multiple access points for cyber threat, an organization’s internal monitoring and surveillance strategies by the organization as a whole may not be covering the assets treasury protects. Many treasury teams have focused on traditional process and financial controls, relying on team members to support systems administration and maintenance within its “four walls.”

**A big thank you**

Thank you to the companies around the world that responded to our survey online or by interview. For those of you who did, please contact your Deloitte Advisory professional for a download about how your company responded or compares to your peer group.

We would also like to thank the following Deloitte Advisory professionals for their contribution to this publication: Niklas Bergentoft, Joan Cheney, Lisa Hallman, Myla Kozak, Prashant Patri, Carolyn Thompson, and Neha Verma.

**Want to engage**

Deloitte Advisory and DTTL have emerged as the largest global professional services treasury practices. We offer services across all areas of treasury M&A, strategy, operating model and process transformation, treasury technology strategy, selections and implementations. If this survey resonates with the issues that your company faces, please contact us. Our international contact points are provided on page 19.

Sincerely,

Melissa Cameron
Deloitte Advisory Principal
Deloitte & Touche LLP
Global Treasury Leader

Carina Ruiz-Singh
Deloitte Advisory Partner
Deloitte & Touche LLP
M&A and Treasury Transformation Leader
Responses were received from the treasury groups of more than 100 top corporations from around the globe, representing a wide array of global scales, industrial footprints and geographic headquarters. Benchmarking comparisons are available for clients against peer industry and revenue counterparts.

**Geographic location**

- United States: 47%
- EMEA: 45%
- Other Americas: 4%
- APAC: 4%

**Annual revenue**

- $<10: 7%
- $10–$50: 38%
- $>50: 55%

**Treasury staff**

- 0-20: 62%
- 20-40: 14%
- >40: 23%

**Industries**

- Consumer & Industrial Products: 38%
- Technology, Media & Telecommunication: 12%
- Energy & Resources: 13%
- Other: 4%
- Life Sciences & Health Care: 23%
- Financial Services (non-bank): 10%
Treasury is increasingly taking on strategic roles with corporations and continues to be viewed as a risk management function. Despite the record amounts of cash that are managed by treasury groups, and the resulting focus on capital markets investments, there is little push from CFOs to transform treasury into a profit center.

CFO mandates

1. Liquidity risk management
2. Access to capital market to finance growth
3. Steward for risk management company
4. Strategic advisor to the business
5. Value-add partner to the CFO\(^1\)
6. Leading, governing and driving working capital improvement initiatives
7. Enhanced governance and control over domestic and overseas operations
8. Creation of scalable treasury organization to support company growth
9. Lower cost effective provider of services
10. Becoming a profit center

\(^1\) e.g., support or drive M&A activity
The primary challenges facing treasury groups today have not yet been resolved with the increased investment in treasury technology, a trend over the past few years. Inadequate systems, FX management, and visibility to global operations continue to be difficult. As you will see on page 15, most corporate treasury groups rely on multiple ERPs for data sources and use multiple solutions (some manual) to address their company’s needs. This may lead to increased operational difficulties and risk rather than providing sufficient solutions to address these challenges.
Respondents have the opportunity to leverage broader company-wide transformation initiatives. Transformation in key strategic areas can lead to more streamlined systems and processes and potentially reduce overall costs within treasury. Legal entity rationalization can provide an opportunity for improved liquidity and cash management structures. Migration onto a single ERP platform can allow for improved data sourcing and consolidation. And global restructuring of tax can provide the foundation for intercompany capital and liquidity considerations.
While sixteen percent of respondents were looking to outsource in finance over the next three to five years, and a slightly smaller percentage saw this applying to treasury. There is a stronger trend among respondents toward internal offshore methods, such as in-house banks and shared service centers. The three treasury functions that respondents indicated are most likely to be outsourced are retirement plans, international treasury support and long-term investments.
Corporate treasury is still the most widely used operating model with between 73% and 76% of respondents mentioning that treasury activities are currently being handled there. This trend looks to continue for companies in the largest and smallest brackets. This significant decrease in decentralized operations across all company sizes is strongly indicative of greater interest on the part of the respondents to create more centralized models (e.g., corporate treasury and the use of centers of excellence or in-house banks).

* SSC provides services to the rest of the organization through the execution of specific operational activities, which include primarily accounts payable (A/P), accounts receivable (A/R), accounting, treasury, IT, etc., on behalf of other legal entities.

** IHB is an internal funding vehicle which can be used both for concentrating global liquidity and meeting short- and longer-term capitalization strategies. At its most evolved form, IHB capability can be used to collect and pay on behalf of group subsidiaries and also be the conduit for centralized foreign exchange risk management and improved hedging.
Organizations are acknowledging the benefits to the centralization of treasury, particularly standardization of strategic and tactical activities, controls and liquidity management.
Perceived disadvantages of centralized operating models

Change management is an important factor in ensuring that a transformation initiative, such as centralization, is embraced throughout the organization. Treasury teams can predict apprehensions from offshore businesses and incorporate change management programs into centralization/regionalization initiatives.

- Lack of control: 80%
- Limited expertise: 63%
- Personnel turnover: 48%
- Not a widely used option in the market: 62%
- Higher cost: 63%
- Limited organizational acceptance: 47%
- Investment required to support/technology infrastructure required: 35%

Legend:
- Shared service center (SSC)
- Outsourcing to third party (bank, service provider)
- Center of excellence/in-house bank (IHB)
Treasury technology: choosing a treasury management system

Respondents indicate that the primary driver when choosing a new system is the fit to identified treasury requirements. In addition to treasury requirements, the needs of all key system and business stakeholders sending and receiving information from treasury and third-parties (e.g., banks) should be understood and considered as part of the selection and implementation processes. Bank connectivity improvements available outside of treasury, but within the company, may add a compelling business justification to improved technology infrastructure and improve global cash visibility and control.

Reasons for choosing current treasury management system

- Best fit to treasury requirements: 53%
- Part of a global ERP: 19%
- Cost: 10%
- Other: 13%
- Highly customizable: 4%
- Time to implement: 1%
Leading respondents avoided key challenges by addressing integration requirements with multiple ERPs and source data quality/consistency, to avoid the pitfalls of limited visibility to global operations cash and financial exposures.
Respondents sought to leverage full functionality of treasury management systems (TMS), implementing cash management, investment and debt management, and FX capabilities where possible.

Notably, respondents’ functional use varied with the primary TMS solutions used.

Despite the increasing trend of treasury transformations and deployment of TMS, many are still supported or augmented with the use of homegrown approaches. Homegrown solutions may pose greater cyber and operational risks.
Over 30 different vendor solutions were cited as being used by the respondents, often in conjunction with a primary treasury management system. These systems include FX trade execution and trade management platforms, smaller, niche treasury systems, Excel, Access, and banking portals.
Treasury technology: engagement with third-party vendors

The majority of respondents indicated that the treasury group is engaged directly with its technology vendors.

A key success factor to maximizing the impact of a treasury technology implementation is including all primary stakeholders as part of the implementation and transformation process. These groups often include accounting, accounts payable, collections, finance, and IT internally, and vendors, counterparties, and banking partners externally.

Managing third-party treasury vendors

- Engages directly
- Engages indirectly through finance
- Engages indirectly through shared services center
- Engages in other way(s)*
- Engages indirectly through procurement

*Derivatives advisory, IFRS, EMIR, directly and through procurement, procurement & treasury jointly, Saas tool
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